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The definitive tool for assessing and managing stalking risk

Invaluable for
- assessing stalking risks
- defining management, intervention and treatment strategies
- writing authoritative court reports
- advising victims

Comprehensive in scope, the SRP assesses not just risk of violence, but also the separate risk domains of
- persistence
- recurrence
- psychosocial damage

Unique in approach, the SRP alone
- addresses the multifaceted nature of stalking risk
- accounts for the differences that motivation brings to risk within each domain

Authored by leaders in the field of stalking and risk assessment, the SRP
- provides a structured professional judgement approach
- based on the latest stalking research
- identifies clinical, behavioural and contextual factors associated with increased risks
- offers the means to assess their presence and severity

Based on 20 years experience working with stalkers and their victims, the SRP incorporates
- guidance on translating risk factors into management strategies and treatment targets
- facility for use in measuring outcome

Adapted for use with public figure victims

Every clinician needs the Stalking Risk Profile in their risk assessment library
Contents

- an introduction to structured risk assessment in stalking situations
- detailed instructions for using and scoring the SRP
- guidance on applying the stalker motivational typology
- separate sections for the assessment of the risks of
  - violence
  - persistence
  - recurrence
  - psychosocial damage
- discussion of how these ratings point to management and treatment approaches
- suggested interventions for common difficulties
- additional guidelines for applying the SRP to the assessment of risk to public figure victims, including the additional risk domains of escalation and disruption
- a detailed reference list and glossary
- scoring sheets and access to a web-based scoring program

SRP training workshops

Two day workshops for mental health professionals covering:
- understanding the different motivations that underlie stalking and identifying the different types of stalker
- using the SRP to make structured professional judgements of risks in stalking situations
- identifying and implementing appropriate management and treatment strategies
- correcting common misperceptions and avoiding pitfalls
- using the SRP as an outcome measure
- presenting the SRP in assessments and court reports
- using the SRP to assess inappropriate communications and contacts with public figures

Ordering

Copies of the manual can be purchased via the internet or by post. For details of web-ordering using PayPal or bankers’ orders and for details of training courses, contact:-

StalkInc. Pty Ltd, PO Box 1219, Elwood, Victoria 3184, Australia.
E-mail: stalkingriskprofile@gmail.com